PRESS RELEASE

The architectural project for the mental health.  
House and Community. The therapeutic architecture.  
Conference, Rome on July 12, 2011

The conference "House and Community. The architectural project for the mental health. For a therapeutic architecture", will take place in Rome on July 12, 2011, at the House of Architecture in the Roman Aquarium, organized by Lalineabiancastudio with the scientific direction of architect Rosario Marrocco and psychiatrist José Mannu. The event is sponsored by the Ministry of the Environment, the Region of Latium, the City of Rome Capital, and the professional Chambers of Architects of Rome and of Psychologists of Latium.

During the meeting the psychiatrist Mannu will present studies on the relation between house and Community, and the architect Marrocco will present Researches and projects on the Architecture of communitarian and mental health spaces for the construction of a category on “Therapeutic Architecture”.

The following guests are invited to discuss on the Conference’s main topic and on the presented works: Honorable Ignazio Marino (Doctor Surgeon), Honorable Carlo Ciccioli (Psychiatrist, Clinical Criminologist, Neurologist), the professors Franco Purini (Architecture), Francesco Bruno (Psychiatry) and Vezio Ruggieri (Psychology) of Sapienza University of Rome, the professor Massimo Di Giannantonio (Psychiatry) University G. D’Annunzio Chieti Pescara, the Presidents of Professional Chambers Amedeo Schiattarella (Architects, Rome and Province), Mario Falconi (Doctors, Rome and Province), Mariolori Zaccaria (Psychologists, Latium), the President of Lilium Minor Community Gabriele Pompinetti, the psychiatrists Antonio Maone and Roberto Malano of Departments of mental Health Rome A/D.

Lalineabiancastudio (Architecture, Research and Education, working in Rome, Berlin and Syracuse, founded and directed by Rosario Marrocco) develops Researches and interdisciplinary project activities. We are also involved in the design of communities and mental health spaces. In the broader research field of “Architecture and Psyche” we do study design methodologies and strategies to build spaces at which centers the man and his psyche are brought back, in an active and collaborative relation among different professional and scientific areas. This Conference, fifth meeting focused on the relation between architecture and psyche and dedicated to the current interdisciplinary project developed on this topic, will conclude the volume (to be published) dedicated to the Acts of the Conferences 2009-2011 in Rome and Syracuse.

AGENDA

House and Community. The architectural project for the mental health. For a therapeutic architecture.  
July 12, 2011 - time: 9-18  
Rome, House of Architecture at The Roman Aquarium (Manfredo Fanti Square, 47 -Termini Station)  
Free entrance, with limited seats.  
Registration required on-line: www.lalineabiancastudio.com

INFORMATION

segreteria@lalineabiancastudio.com  
tel / fax +39. 06.97994748  
tel mobile +39. 347.6139378
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